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I didn't read this post fully yesterday, I assumed it was the usual hyperbole. It's now
been removed, because actually it was a straight up incitement to VAW.

Anyone still sitting on the fence about the direction of aggression here, wake the fuck
up.

archive.is/KC1qP

It does start with the usual hyperbole...TERFs are Nazis, TERFs are 'stomach-
churning,' TERFs spread 'venom'... TERFs are like anti-semites, the very existence of
space which exists to serve the needs of female victims of VAWG is a threat to all
trans women...

It then goes on to make the absurd claim that the purpose of VRR is to brainwash
vulnerable women into becoming members of the evil Terven horde.

Because, of course, the purpose of a Rape Crisis Centre being female-only must be
ALL ABOUT YOU.
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The reason for this claim is revealed in the next sentence. It is to position VRR as a
clear and present danger to trans women and hence to justify the catalogue of
intimidation that it about to follow...

We've already tried to sue them. We've taken city funds away from them. We told
them to go away and think abut what evil bitches they are and they still insist on
being non-compliant. So, what are we going to do to make them comply?
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ESCALATE FURTHER.

Because LOVE TRUMPS HATE.

HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

Let's see your LOVE, shall we?
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1. Continue removing their public funding

2. Infiltrate the collective with women who are hostile to VRR's values and take it
over. A beautiful bloodless coup. Because coups are so great and democratic and
always end so well.

3. Sue VRR because thinking female people exist and have a right to their own space
is a violation of trans women's human rights. (There is no rights conflict here and
anyone who says there is is an evil bigot mind)
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And now we get to the really scary stuff.

4. DIRECT ACTION TARGETED AT THE LEADERS OF VRR

At which point several of them are named, their photographs are posted, and its
asserted that more information needs to be found on them.

This info would allow 'activists to appropriately engage with them.'
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What is this 'appropriate engagement'?

It is to threaten the safety and dignity of these women because, by prioritising female
people, they ARE NO LONGER HUMAN.

At this point it becomes absolutely evident that this is a call for direct violence against
the women of VRR.

But don't worry if you're not quite heroic enough to actually try and punch a woman!

This is the 'heroic woman' who tried to attack Julie Bindel.
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They then list VRRs address and SM details. There's a desultory caveat about not
actually vandalising the premises, b/c last time the evil witches made people feel
sorry for them.

But be assured, the subhuman TERF vermin must be annihilated. Because they're the
fascists here.

You know, everyday I wonder whether I am doing the right thing here. I never
thought I would be someone who ended up on the 'wrong side of history.' I have
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always been deeply concerned about injustice and the wellbeing of all members of

this society.

But this is pure unconcealed narcissistic male violence being unleashed on vulnerable
women and the women who spend their lives trying to help them and the left
enabling this and demonising us for pointing out the ABSOLUTE FUCKING
OBVIOUS is an UTTER DISGRACE.

Female people exist. We have our own needs. We are allowed our own spaces.
Especially where we go to recover from male violence. 

And you WILL NEVER EVER CONVINCE US YOU ARE WOMEN BY TRYING TO
BATTER THE DOOR DOWN.

AND WE WILL NEVER BACK DOWN.

NO. 

MEANS. 

NO.

This person does not represent all trans people. But the current form of the trans
rights movement is driven by this type of narcissistic entitlement and absolute refusal
of anyone else's needs.

And I am not going to second guess myself ever again.

You can follow @janeclarejones.

Share this thread

____ 
Tip: mention @threader_app on a Twitter thread with the keyword “compile” to get a
link to it. 

Enjoy Threader? Sign up. 
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Since you’re here... 

... we’re asking visitors like you to make a contribution to support this independent
project. In these uncertain times, access to information is vital. Threader gets
1,000,000+ visits a month and our iOS Twitter client was featured as an App of the
Day by Apple. Your financial support will help two developers to keep working on this
app. Everyone’s contribution, big or small, is so valuable. Support Threader by
becoming premium or by donating on PayPal. Thank you.
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